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An Application of Connectivity Theory in Graphs to Factorizations 
of Elements in Groups 
Y AHY A OULD HAMIDOUNE 
We obtain exact bounds for the girth and the diameter of a vertex-transitive digraph. As an 
application of the above results we obtain the following. Let G be a group and S be a generating 
subset such that I.e'S, card(( G) = nand card(S) = s. Then the unity of G is the product of a 
sequence of elements of S with length not exceeding r n/ s 1 - 1. If x is an arbitrary element of G 
then x is the product of a sequence of elements of G with length not exceeding (2n - 2s - 5)/ s. 
The bounds obtained in the paper are exact. We solve also the problem in the cases S = S-I and 
SnS- I =0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group. How large must the length of a sequence of elements of G 
be to ensure that this sequence has a subsequence whose product is the unity. This 
problem is considered by Mann and Olson [10, 11]. 
Let S be an arbitrary subset of G. How large must be k to ensure that 1 is the product 
of a sequence of elements of S with length not exceeding k? An answer to this question 
is contained in this paper. 
The method of proof is based on the theory of connectivity of a diagraph. This theory 
will be developed in the following section. 
2. CONNECTIVITY OF A DIGRAPH 
Let D = (V, E) be a digraph. D is said to be diconnected if it contains a directed path 
joining an arbitrary ordered pair of its vertices. Suppose D is diconnected and let T be 
a subset of V. T is said to be a cutset of D if DV-T is not diconnected, where DV-T is 
the subgraph of D spanned by V - T. D is said to be h-diconnected (h ~ 1) if I vi ~ h + 1 
and if Dv-s is diconnected for every S c V such that lsi < h. The diconnectivity of D is 
K(D) = max{h: D is h-diconnected}. If D is not symmetric-complete, then K(D) is the 
minimum cardinality of a cutset of D. 
Let D = (V, E) be a digraph and A be a subset of V. We put 
N+(A) = {x E V -AI(3y EA)(y, x)EE}; 
N-(A) ={x E V -AI(3y EA)(x, y)EE}. 
R-(A)= V-(AuN+(A»; 
R+(A)= V-(AuN-(A». 
Let D = (V, U) be a diconnected digraph and F be a subset of V. We say that F is a 
positive (resp. negative) fragment of D if 
(resp. R+(F) ~ 0). 
A fragment with minimal cardinality is called an atom. 
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These notions were introduced in [4 J. The notion of atom was introduced in the 
undirected case by Watkins [12J. He proved that two distinct atoms of a graph are 
disjoint. Mader proved in [8] that an atom of a graph is disjoint from any minimum 
cutset not containing this atom. Mader's result generalizes that of Watkins. 
Let x and y be two vertices of a diagraph D = (V, U). The maximum number of 
openly disjoint paths connecting x to y will be denoted by TD(X, y). If (x, y) is not an 
edge of D, the minimal cardinality of a set whose deletion separates y from x will be 
denoted by KD(X, y). By the Menger-Dirac Theorem T(X, y) = K(X, y). We will use 
another form of this theorem proved for undirected graphs by Menger (1927) and 
generalized to digraphs by Dirac [3J. 
Let D = (V, U) be a digraph, A and B be subsets of V. An A ~ B-fan is a family of 
openly disjoint paths joining A to B such that every vertex of Au B is an end of at 
least one path of this family. 
THEOREM A (MENGER-DIRAC). Let D = (V, U) be an h-diconnected digraph and 
A and B be subsets of V such that 1 ,,;;; IA I, IB I,,;;; h. Then D contains an A ~ B-fan having 
h paths. 
We will use also some properties atoms. The following result generalizes the results 
of Mader and Watkins given above. It is proved in [4]. We will give a brief proof of it 
for the convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM 2.1 [4J. Let D = (V, U) be a diconnected digraph, A be a positive atom of 
D and F be a positive fragment of D. Then A c: F or A n F = 0. 
PROOF. Suppose A ¢ F and A n F ¥- 0. We prove the following. 
(1) IR-(F) nN+(A)1 < IA nN+(F)I. 
We see easily that N+(A nF) separates A nF from R-(A). Therefore IN+(A nF)1 > 
K(D) (observe that A is a fragment of minimal cardinality). Using the obvious relation 
N+(A nF) c: (N+(A)-R-(F))u (N+(F) nA), 
we prove easily the relation (1). 
(2) R-(F)nR-(A) = 0. 
Suppose the contrary. As in the proof of (1), we see that IN-(A)nR-(F)I;a.:K(D). As 
before, this relation implies IA n N+(F)I,,;;; IR-(F) n N+(A)I, a contradiction. 
It follows that IR-(F)I=IR-(F)nAI+IR-(F)nN+(A)I<IAI. This contradicts the 
definition of an atom (observe that R-(F) is a negative fragntent). 
3. VERTEX-TRANSITIVE DIGRAPHS 
A digraph is said to be vertex-transitive if its group of automorphisms acts transitively 
on its set of vertices. Mader [7] and Watkins [12J proved that vertex-transitive graphs 
have a good connectivity. Similar results are proved for digraphs in [4, 6], 
A vertex-transitive digraph D is di-regular (i.e. all vertices have the same indegree 
and outdegree d+(D)), 
THEOREM 3.1 [4]. Let D be a diconnected vertex-transitive digraph and A be an atom 
of D. Then the subgraph of D induced by A is vertex-transitive. 
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This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2 [6]. Let D be a connected vertex-transitive digraph and A be an atom 
of D. Then IAI,,;; K(D). 
4. GIRTH OF A TRANSITIVE DIGRAPH 
Let D be a digraph containing at least one circuit. The girth of D, denoted by g(D), 
is the minimal length of a circuit of D. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D = (V, E) be an h-diconnected digraph of order n. Then g(D),,;; 
rn/h 1. 
PROOF. We observe that the conclusion of this lemma is equivalent to n;;=o 
h (g(D) -1) + 1. We may suppose D anti-symmetric. 
Let XE V; AcN+(x), BcN-(x) such that IAI=IBI=h. By the Menger-Dirac 
Theorem there are h disjoint paths from A to B {/Li; 1,,;; i,,;; h}. We have I V(/Li)I;;=o 
g(D) -1. Hence 
n;;=o1 +II V(/Li)I;;=01 + h(g(D) -1). 
The following theorem is contained in our paper [5] with a non-complete proof. We 
give here a correct proof for it. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D = (V, E) be a vertex-transitive digraph of order n and degree 2r. 
Then the girth of D is less or equal to r n/ r 1 (r;;=o 1). 
PROOF. Suppose the theorem false and choose D of minimal order such that n";; 
r(g -1), where g = g(D). We easily see that D is anti-symmetric, i.e. g;;=o 3. Let A be 
an atom of D, we may suppose A positive since g(D) = g(D- 1). By Lemma 4.1, we have 
IAI;;=o 2, otherwise D would be r-diconnected. But A is diconnected (by abuse of notations 
A denotes also the digraph spanned by A). Therefore A contains a circuit. Clearly 
g(A);;=o g. By the minimality of I vi and Theorem 3.1, 
Let a EA, B =N+(a)-A, C =N-(a)-A and T=N+(A). Since N+(A)nN-(A) = 0 
and N+(a)cA u T and using Theorem 3.2, we have C- T~ 0. Let D'=Dv-(T-B)' 
We have K(D') = IBI = b. 
By the Menger-Dirac Theorem, there are in D' b openly disjoint paths from B to 
C - T, {/Li; 1,,;; i,,;; b}. We observe that no one of these paths can meet A, since N;, (A) = 
B. The length of each of these paths is at least g - 2. It follows that I V(/Li) - cl;;=o g - 2. 
Hence 
(2) IV -AI ;;=olci +II V(/Li - C)I;;=Ob +b(g -2) = b(g -1). 
By (1) and (2), we have 
n = IVI ;;=od+(A)(g -1)+ 1 +b(g -1) = r(g-1)+ 1, 
a contradiction. 
This proves the theorem. 
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Behzad, Chartrand and Wall conjectured that Theorem 4.2 is valid for any diregular 
digraph. This conjecture is true for r = 3 (Bermond [2]). Using some considerations on 
the local connectivities we proved it for r";;;; 4. The following conjecture implies it: 
CONJECTURE 4.3. Let D = (V, E) be a digraph with E -:f; 0. Then there is an arc 
(y, x)EE such that T(X, y)=min(d+(x), d-(y». 
This conjecture is true for symmetric digraphs (Mader [9]). 
5. FACTORIZATIQN OF THE UNITY 
Let G be a finite group and S be a non-void subset of G such that 1 ~ S. Take 
E = {(x, y): yx -1 E S} . We easily see that (G, E) is a (simple) digraph. We will denote it 
by (G, S). This digraph is known as the Cayley digraph of G and S. This digraph is 
obviously vertex-transitive. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a finite group and S eGa non-void subset not containing the 
unity. Then any circuit C of (G, S) determines a sequence of elements of S having the 
same number of elements as C and whose product is 1. 
PROOF. Let C = (Xl> X2, • •• Xp, Xl). Put Si = Xi+lXi\ 1,,;;;; i ";;;;P(Xp+l = Xl). By the 
definition of (G, S), Si E S, 1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; p and 1 = lIsi . 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a finite group of order nand S be a non-void subset of G 
with cardinality s. Then there is a non-void sequence of at most r n/ s 1 elements of S whose 
product is equal to the unity. 
PROOF. We may suppose 1 ~ S. The theorem follows from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 
4.2. 
REMARK. Let nand s be two natural numbers such that 1,,;;;; s ,,;;;; n -1. Consider the 
set of integers 1,2, ... , s mod n. We easily see that every non-void sequence of Zn 
whose sum is equal to 0 has at least r n/ s 1 elements. 
6. DIAMETER OF VERTEX-TRANSITIVE DIGRAPHS 
Let D = (V, E) be a digraph: The diameter of D is the maximal distance between two 
of its vertices. We will denote it by l)(D). The minimal outdegree (resp. indegree) of D 
will be denoted by r+(D) (resp. r-(D». 
LEMMA 6.1. Let D = (V, E) be a disconnected digraph (l)(D) ~ 2). Then 
I vi ~ K(D)(l)(D)- 3) + r+(D) + r-(D)+2. 
PROOF. Let X and y be two vertices of D such that l) (D) = dist(x, y). By the 
Menger-Dirac Theorem T(X, y) ~ K(D). Consider an X ~ y-fan with minimal number of 
vertices. LetL be the set of vertices belonging to this fan. Then IN+(x)- LI ~ r+(D)-K(D) 
and IN-(y)- LI ~ r-(D)-K(D). The lemma is obvious for K(D) = 2 and we can suppose 
K (D) ~ 3. Therefore N+ (x) n N- (y ) = 0. It follows that 
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We proved in [6] that a diconnected vertex-transitive digraph of degree 2r is (L~r J + 
l)-diconnected. Using this result and Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let Dbe a diconnected vertex-transitive digraph of order n and degree 
2r. Then 
( ) n+1-2r+3Lr/2J 5 D .,; Lr/2J + 1 . 
We proved in [6] that a diconnected anti-symmetric vertex-transitive digraph of degree 
2r is (L~r J + l)-diconnected. We proved in [4] that vertex-transitive digraph of a prime 
order and degree 2r is r-diconnected. Using these results and Lemma 6.1, we obtain 
the following. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let D be a diconnected vertex-transitive anti-symmetric digraph of 
order n and degree 2r. Then 
( ) .,;In+1-2r+3L2r/3JJ 5 D L2r/3J +1 . 
THEOREM 6.4. Let D be a vertex-transitive digraph of 2r. If D is of a prime order then 
5(D).,; r(n -1)/r1. 
Let D be a symmetric digraph of degree 2r which is disconnected. Watkins proved 
in [12] that D is (l2r/3 J + l)-diconnected. Mader proved in [7] that D is (2(lr/3 J + 2)-
diconnected. The formula of Mader better for r == 0 mod 3. Using Mader's result and 
Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let D be a diconnected vertex-transitive symmetric digraph of order n 
and degree 2r. Then 
( ) .,;In+4-2r+6Lr/3JJ 5 D 2+2 Lr/3J . 
REMARK. The above bounds are best possible. The examples we will gi.ve in the 
next section have the diameter of the bounds given in Theorems 6.2 and 6.3. The same 
construction holds for Theorems 6.4 and 6.3. 
7. FACTORIZATIONS OF ARBITRARY ELEMENTS OF A GROUP 
We apply the results obtained in Section 6 to Cayley graphs to deduce a bound for 
the length of a decomposition of an element as a product of elements of given generating 
subset. We easily verify that a subset S of a group G is a generating subset if and only 
if (G, S) is diconnected. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a group and S be a generating subset of G. Then 5(G, S) is the 
minimal integer k such that every x E G - 1 can be written as a product of a sequence of 
elements of S with length not exceeding k. 
This lemma is obvious. 
Using Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 6.2, we obtain the following. 
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THEOREM 7.2. Let G be a group of order nand S be a generating subset of G with 
cardinality s not containing 1. Let x be an element of G - 1. Then x is the product of a 
sequence of elements of S with length not exceeding 
In - 2s + 2 Ls/2J J Ls/2J +1 . 
Using Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 6.3, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let G be a group of order nand S be a subset of G of cardinality s 
such that S n S-l = (2). Suppose that S generates G. Then every element of G -1 is the 
product of a sequence of elements of S with length not exceeding 
l n - 2s + 2 L~s J J L~sJ + 1 . 
REMARK. Theorem 6.4 implies the following. Let p be a prime number and S be a 
subset of Zp with cardinality s. Then every element of Zp - ° is the sum of a sequence 
of elements of S with length not exceeding r (p - 1) / s 1 - 1. 
Using Theorem 6.5 and Lemma 7.1, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 7.4 Let G be a group of order nand S be a generating subset of G with 
cardinality s such that S = S-l and 1 e S. Let x E G -1. Then x is the product of a sequence 
of elements of S with length not exceeding 
In +2-2s +4 LS/3JJ 2+2Ls/3J . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G=ZmxZq and take S=Zmx{0,1}-(0,0). We see easily that 
every sequence of elements of S with a sum equal to (0, q -1) has a length not less than 
q -1. But q -1 is the bound given in Theorem 6.3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = Z2q+l X Zm and S = {1,2, ... , q} x {8} U Z2q+l X {1}. We see easily 
that a sequence of elements of S with sum (0, m -1) has a length not less than m -2. 
But m - 2 is the bound of Theorem 6.4. 
The above examples show that the bounds of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 (also Theorems 
6.2 and 6.3) are best possible. The same construction can be used for Theorem 7.4 (resp. 
Theorem 6.5). We can also show that the bound of Theorem 6.4 and the remark given 
after Theorem 7.3 are best possible. 
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